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• Exhaust Systems Road Load Data Acquisitions use a bypassed 
exhaust. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• HOWEVER packaging close to the engine OFTEN precludes 
bypassing the exhaust system BEFORE the Catalytic Converters  

• The “Classic” Bonded Resistance Strain Gage can only handle 
temperatures up to near 200 C 

• CONSEQUENCE: Bonded Resistance Strain Gages Burn UP &/or 
Data is Unreliable due to Temperature affects! 

Motivations: 
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• On the other hand Hot Strain Gages can handle temperatures of 
up to 650 – 700 C: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• But Hot Strain Gages are:  
– More Expensive (up to $2000 per gage) 
– Require a thermocouple to use properly (Another Channel) 
– AND Require special processing due to their non-linearity with respect 

to temperature. 

• This presentation shows how using nCode for processing (for a 
particularly complicated) hot strain gage, EVEN when the 
environmental temperature is fluctuating (dynamic). 

Motivations: 



Some Strain Gage Basics 



Motivations 

Some Strain Gage Basics: Wheatstone Bridge 

A strain gage measures micro-strain 
(uE) 

Strain is DIRECTLY proportional to 
Displacement (of the part it is 
mounted on. 

A strain gage (at a constant 
Temperature) is a Linear Device 

Strain gages are basically a grid of 
little wires that when the part they 
are glued to is loaded (bent) stretch 
or compress, and the resistance of 
the grid changes. 

So if R1 = R2 = R3 = 120 Ohms, 
and the active arm (G1) is 120 
Ohms when it is at rest,  

The Constant of Proportionality for 
Length to Strain is the Gage Factor 



Some Strain Gage Basics 

Here is the Single Arm Circuit again, but now I have introduced Long Lead 
wires, which have their own resistance: RL 

This Lead Wire Resistance REDUCES the GAGE FACTOR (k) 
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Some Strain Gage Basics 
If I apply a bending load and the resistance of the 

active arm goes up to 121 ohms then my circuit 
output is: 

(This is just a voltage divider) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Eex * 120/(120+121) – Eex* 120/(120+120) = 
Eex *(0.49792531 – 0.5)  = 
Eex * (- 0.002074689)  
(If Eex = 10V then 10*(0.002074689) = - 0.020747!) 



Motivations 

Some Strain Gage Basics 
Now if I mount a strain gage on the top of the beam, 
and another on the bottom of the beam, and Push 
Down (P) 

R1 will be in Tension, and its resistance will Increase. 

R4 will be in Compression, and its resistance will 
Decrease 

Here is the Circuit again, but showing the two gages:  R1 = 
G1 & R4 = G4 

If now I let Eex = 10 Volts, and my STRAIN  Change in 
resistance (still) = 1 ohm: 

(then G1 = 121 ohms & G2 = 119 ohms), 

(& R2 = R3 = 120 ohms – Still!) 

Then 

e0 = 10V * [119/(119+121) – 120/(120+120)] = 

-0.04166667 Volts 

I have basically DOUBLED my Sensitivity!  
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Some Strain Gage Basics 
HERE we apply  a bending load and the bending resistance of the 

active arm goes up to 121 ohms,  
 But if we add  heat!,  
The Resistance Change due to TEMPERATURE  
Much Bigger: 10 Ohms 

 
 
 
 
 

• Here is the Math:  
10V * (120/(120+131) – 120/(120+120)) = 
10V * (0.4780876 – 0.5)  = 
10V * (0.021912350) = - 0.219!! 
 
 
CONTRAST THIS w/ Previous value of - 0.020747  
ITS AN ORDER OF MAGNITUDE ERROR!! 
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Hot Strain Gages Basics 



Hot Strain Gages Basics 

Now Suppose I have TWO ACTIVE ARMS: 

G1 is changing with both Strain (1 ohm) & Temperature (10 ohms)  

But R4 is ONLY CHANGING WITH Temperature (10 ohms)! 

This is how the Kyowa ½ bridge gage works. 



Hot Strain Gages Basics 
• If the Temperature Change is CONSTANT! 

– i.e. 10 ohms = Thermal Change in our example 
– Bending strain = 1 ohm still 

• Then the new equation is: 
e0 = 10V * [130 / (131 + 130) – 120 / (120 + 120)] 
= 10V * ( 0.49808 – 0.5) 
e0 = - 0.019157088 
 
I am almost back to where  
I started (-0.020747) 
 
But Gage Factor k changes because 
 the Lead Wire resistance also 
Changes with temperature: 
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• This is essentially what we have in a hot Strain gage: 

Hot Strain Gages Basics 

Thermocouple 
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• Here you can see the lead wires bonded to the Converter Can: 

Hot Strain Gages Basics 

Thermocouple 



A Real Hot Strain Gage 
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We are going to use as an example the Kyowa ½ Bridge Hot Strain gages for 
the rest of this presentation. 

They work just like the strain gage in the previous section. 
Kyowa (and others, Hi Test, Vishay, etc.) make ¼ Bridge gages.  Those gages 

lack the dummy gage that is thermally active but not responsive to strain. 
You give up accuracy with them, and the thermal drift can’t be as easily 

separated from the strain measurements. 
Just removing the running mean doesn’t work, because the temperature isn’t 

constant. 
 

 
 

A REAL Hot Strain Gage 
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A REAL Hot Strain Gage 
An Unmounted Kyowa gage showing the circuit board & 
the Circuit Schematic 
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Hot Strain Gages Basics 

A REAL Hot Strain Gage 

• SUMMARY 
•  The Kyowa KHCR gages, come with an electrical bridge completion 

circuit built in.   
– Our “standard” setup for the eDaq Acquisition system is: 

• 120 Ohm nominal eDaq Strain Setting. 
• Full Bridge Configuration 
• Output Resistance from the Data Sheet. 

– Typically ~ 114 – 120 ohms. 
• Room Temperature Gage Factor entered from the Data 

Sheets  
– Typically around 1.5 

 
• The Hot Strain Gages come with a section of wire that needs to be 

mounted to the heated pipe. 
– For our KYOWA  KHCR gages, the heated wire (M1) length is 

typically 0.55 meters (55 centimeters). 
– 0.4 meters is in the tabulated data from Kiowa.   We want to match 

this for this installation. 
– Our previous experience with these gages has told us that the 

longer lengths heated wire are more “stable” than using one of the 
shorter lengths. 

– We want to mount this gage on the part, away from the flange so 
that we don’t have any stress risers in the heated wire. 
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Hot Strain Gages Basics 

A REAL Hot Strain Gage 

Basically, in addition to what we have seen in our hot gage basics there is 
a circuit board where 120 ohm bridge completion part lives.  

They mount balancing resistors to make the 120 ohm resistor half of the 
circuit balance against the hot part of the circuit. 

The key equation for calculating the true strain is: 

 Actual Strain @ Temperature = [Measured Strain – Apparent Strain] 
* ( 2 / Gage Factor)  



Motivations 

Here is the Data Sheet – (EACH ONE IS UNIQUE): 
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A Real Hot Strain Gage 

• This is a close up of the 
tabulated data sheet for the 
Kyowa Hot Strain Gage type 
KHCR, Serial Number #B-
267. 

• NOTICE:  The apparent strain 
@ a given temperature and 
the gage factor @ that 
temperature are tabulated. 

• When one measures the 
unstrained part at 
temperature, you get 
these strain values. 

• The APPARENT 
STRAINS must be 
removed 
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• The most important thing to realize is that the curves that are 
plotted for temperatures (on the previous slide) are characterized 
by set of equations.  

• THESE EQUATIONS are unique in terms of co-efficients, 
exponents & SIGNS for each gage!! 

A REAL Hot Strain Gage 
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– The formula for converting measured Strain (including the 
BOTH  Thermally Induced Apparent Strain and Thermally 
Induced Gage Factor is: 

• Actual Strain @ Temperature = [Measured 
Strain – Apparent Strain] * ( 2 / Gage Factor)  

Or: 

• uE @T = [Measured uE – uE(app)] * (2 / GF) 
 

– For an UNLOADED Part, the Strain should be Zero: 
• So, Applying equation 1 to collected data at a known 

temperature should take Measured Strain back to 
Zero!! 

• This must be done UNIQUELY for each gage @ each 
temperature!! 

  
 

 

A REAL Hot Strain Gage: SUMMARY 
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Developing nCode Glyphworks Processing 
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This is a Hill Road event where you are driving (and accelerating) up 
and down hills around a road course.   

The strains are on a converter flange so most of it is engine roll. 
If we had a constant temperature this is what the adjustment would 

look like.    

Developing nCode Glypworks Processing 
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• This flow does the equation calculations at a constant temperature 

Developing nCode Glypworks Processing 
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• Detail of the Time Series Calculator (this is just the equation 1) : 
At a CONSTANT TEMPERATURE  

uE @T = [Measured uE – uE(app)] * (2 / GF) 
 

Developing nCode Glypworks Processing 



But Temperature Isn’t Constant!!! 
 
 

So we developed a Glyph that calculates the 
equations in the Data Sheet for at each 

temperature. 
 

This reproduces the curves and can be used to 
check our math & data entry: 
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Developing nCode Glypworks Processing 
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• The Equations (we edit these for each gage),  
– [this is just a screen snapshot of the “guts” of the scripting glyph. 

Developing nCode Glypworks Processing 
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Processing Thermally Dynamic Hot Strain Gage Data  
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Processing Thermally Dynamic Hot Strain Gage Data 

• This Flow takes files, processes them sequentially & then writes 
them out: 

• It separates out the temperature files, up samples the 
temperature data and filters itso you have the same number of 
points as the strain time history 

• The Scripting glyph takes the two inputs (u-E & T) and processes 
each data point & then writes them out: 
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• Again we have the same equation section that we had before: 

Processing Thermally Dynamic Hot Strain Gage Data 
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• Here is a Dynamically adjusted temperature channel, including the 
temperature channel (selected because it varies a lot) 

Processing Thermally Dynamic Hot Strain Gage Data 
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• Questions? 
Processing Thermally Dynamic Hot Strain Gage Data 
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Kyowa Corporation  
Vishay Corporation 
“The Bonded Resistance Strain Gage” by 

William Miller & William Murray 
“Strain Gage Basics” by Hathaway & Long 
 
 

Some useful references: 



measure and predict with confidence 

Thank you! 

Dave Woerner,  
Senior Principal Test & Durability Engineer 
Faurecia  
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